The monograph makes a number of specific recommendations for making best use of the potential for financial intelligence as part of an integrated strategy for both forecasting and countering contemporary security threats. In particular, it recommends:
• Smarter targeting of "low volume high return" financial actors; • Addressing knowledge and intelligence gaps by including financial sector-specific expertise in threat intelligence production, and in identifying key vulnerabilities in threat actor financial networks; • Treating finance, including economic assets, not only as a target subject for disruption, but also as a lucrative intelligence source revealing patterns of enemy behavior, motivations, possible intentions, lifestyles, and networks, as well as morale and readiness to fight; • Considering collateral damage of kinetic action in financial/economic terms as well as physical-and conversely, giving more consideration to financial influence and disruption strategies as an alternative to kinetic action; and, • Crucially, adopting a more cautious and balanced approach to targeting informal money transfer systems such as Hawala, and including specific cultural considerations in plans either to disrupt these systems or to use them to gather intelligence.
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